
Bacterial growth



* Bacterial survival = growth & replication.
Can not just sit around.

*Growth stages include metabolism, regulation & division. 
*Fast growing bacteria that divide each 10-30 minutes e.g. Vibrio .
*Slow growing: each 24 hours e.g. Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
*Bacteria consists of many structures & elements e.g. protein, 
polysaccharides, lipids, nucleic acid & peptidoglycan.
*Growth needs materials (nutrient) & energy/metabolism.
* Bacteria divide by binary fission producing two identical 
offspring.

Bacterial survival and growth



v Growth: Increase in the size of organisms and an increase in their 
number.
Whatever the balance between these two processes, the net effect is an 
increase in the total mass(biomass) of the culture.

v In the laboratory, growth is used as central technique for detection , 
identification and for assessment of antibiotic effects.

v The number  will be adopted here, as outcome of infections and in 
the measurement of the effects of antibiotics. 

Bacterial Growth



Types of growth in the laboratory 

In the laboratory, bacterial growth can be seen in 
three main forms:
1. By the development of colonies, the macroscopic 
product of 20–30 cell divisions of a single cell.

2. By the transformation of a clear broth medium to 
a turbid suspension of 107–109 cells per ml.

3. In biofilm formation, in which growth is spread 
thinly (300–400 μm thick) over an inert surface. 



BIOFILM

is a layer of prokaryotic organisms that have 
aggregated to form a colony. The colony attaches 
to a surface with a slime layer which aids in 
protecting the microorganisms.
Biofilms often form on the inert surfaces of 
implanted devices such as catheters, prosthetic, 
cardiac valves and intrauterine devices.



* Biofilm formation begins when free-floating 
microorganisms such as bacteria come in contact 
with an appropriate surface and begin to put down 
roots, so to speak. This first step of attachment 
occurs when the microorganisms produce a gooey 
substance known as an extracellular polymeric 
substance (EPS). An EPS is a network of sugars, 
proteins and nucleic acids (such as DNA). It enables 
the microorganisms in a biofilm to stick together.

Biofilm formation





In the laboratory



* Growth requirements in the lab.:

1.  Fastidious organisms require many nutrients.
2.  Simple requirements can make everything from scratch.
3. selective (enrichment) with indicator.
4.  Some bacteria cannot be cultured in vitro (Lab.).
a.  Chlamydia and Rickettsia : need tissue culture like viruses
b.  Treponema pallidum, Mycobacterium leprae, require animal infection.

In the laboratory











Classification of culture media

































Growth curve/growth phases occur in medium



Bacterial growth stages

1. Lag phase, there is little or no change in the number of cells 
(adjustment stage), but metabolic activity is high.

2. Log or exponential phase, the bacteria multiply at the fastest 
rate possible under the conditions provided. The bacterial 
population doubling occurs at a constant rate.  

3. Stationary phase, there is an equilibrium between cell division 
and death (nutrients start to deplete & toxic materials start to 
be produced).

4. Death (decline) phase, the number of deaths exceeds the 
number of new cells formed.

** The curve varies with the organism and culture medium.



**  Maintenance of bacteria in continuous culture is sometimes 
necessary in industrial and research purposes 

Chemostat:  (chemical environment is static) : cells of a 
growing culture are harvested continuously and nutrients 
replenished continuously 

 

Extending log phase



Bacterial division

vThe reproduction method of bacteria is binary fission, 
in which a single cell divides into two identical cells. 
Some organisms reproduce by budding, aerial spore 
formation or fragmentation. 

vBacterial division:
Replication of the chromosome triggers cell division, a 
septum forms, which divides the cell into two daughter 
cells.





THE END


